Computer experiments, testing features proposed to explain the evolution of sexual recombination, show that this evolution is better described as a network of interactions between possible sexual forms, including diploidy, thelytoky, facultative sex, assortation, bisexuality, and division of labor, rather than a simple transition from parthenogenesis to sexual recombination. Results show that sex is an adaptation to manage genetic complexity in evolution; that bisexual reproduction emerges only among anisogamic diploids with a synergistic division of reproductive labor; and that facultative sex is more likely to evolve among haploids practicing assortative mating. Looking at the evolution of sex as a complex system explains better the diversity of sexual strategies known to exist in nature.
Introduction
The adaptive value of sex is still a mystery. Analytical theoretical biology has tackled with this issue for a long time (Maynard-Smith 1978 , 1988 , but our understanding of the evolution of sexual recombination is still very partial and incomplete. Several important concepts seem to have been broadly accepted. The Red Queen hypothesis or constant adaptation to survive against ever-evolving opposing organisms (Van Valen 1973) , is not sufficient to explain the ubiquity of sex (Ochoa & Jaffe 1999) . The most important hypothesis is that sex uncouples beneficial and deleterious mutations, allowing selection to proceed more effectively with sex than without it (MacDonald et al 2016) . A new revision of empirical evidence on sex handling deleterious mutations successfully, corroborates this view (Sharp & Otto 2016) . However, several complex issues remain to be resolved (Whitlock et al 2016) . For example, demonstrations for the evolutionary emergence of facultative sex do not explain evolution of obligatory bisexuality (Jaffe 2000 , Paley et al 2007 . We still do not understand the difference in the evolution of haploids (the most common assumption in the literature) versus that of diploids (the most common form found in nature) on this evolutionary dynamic.
The simpler an explanation, the better. Sometimes however, excess simplicity eliminates the elements needed to understand a phenomenon. It is like trying to explain differential equations using sequences of three numbers. Complexity cannot be handled with analytical tools that proved successful for analyzing problems with one, two or three variables (Weaver 1948) . Sex is a complex adaptive strategy that allows evolution to navigate rough fitness landscapes by optimize recombination to produce offspring with increased fitness. As analytical methods have proved wanting in explaining this dynamics, more advanced numerical tools, such as computer experiments and Agent Based Modeling (ABM) should be used. Examples of their successful use showed:
-That selection in the presence of sex favors the maintenance of synergistic interaction between genes in a highly robust manner (Livnata et al 2008) .
-The existence of multi-level sexual selection, both above the individual level (Moorad 2013) and below the individual level such as in gamete selection (Jaffe 2004 ).
-The importance of assortative mating (Jaffe 2000) in maintaining the working of epistastic genes (where the effect of one gene depends on the presence of one or more 'modifier genes'). Assortation, as an element of inclusive fitness, is more general than kin-selection and includes kin selection (Jaffe 2016) . Assortation allows sex to select synergistic combinations of alleles, increasing the "Error Thresholds" or critical mutation rate beyond which structures obtained by an evolutionary process are destroyed more frequently than selection can reproduce them (Ochoa & Jaffe 2006) . This phenomenon has also be called homophily, assortation, narcissism and "similarity selection" and has important effects on the evolution of sex (Agrawal 2006) .
Here I analyze the emergence and evolution of sex with computational experiments that work analogous to a supercollider of ideas (Watts 2014) , where different hypothesis for the evolution of sex are tested against each other.
Methods
I simulate organisms or agents possessing a genome with different genes. Each gene has an allele coding for a specific behavior or other phenotypic characteristic (Table 1) . For example, a gene coding for the type of sexual strategy the agent used (gene 1 in Table 1 ) could be occupied by one of five different alleles coding for either: asexual reproduction, monosexuals reproducing parthenogenetically or engaging in thelytoky or apomix, bi-sexuals, tri-sexuals where offspring inherited genes from 3 parents, and "hermaphrodites" practicing facultative sex (they are monosexuals if no appropriate male for bisexual mating is encountered). Gene 2 coded for ploidy (number of sets of chromosomes the genome), with alleles for either haploidy or diploidy. The coding of alleles in the other genes simulated are listed in Table 1 . Phenotype expression was based on a single arbitrarily selected chromosome in diploids. Experiments consisted in selecting a set of genes and a range of alleles for these genes and observing the evolution of the allelic composition of the population during a period of time. 600 agents with the most successful combination of alleles reproduce and survive selection every time step. Biodynamica is available for easy experiments online at http://bcv.cee.usb.ve/juegos/biodyn_en.html . The VB6 version of Biodynamica used for the quantitative experiments reported here is at http://atta.labb.usb.ve/Klaus/Programas.htm. More details at http://bcv.cee.usb.ve/juegos/biodyn_en.html .
Results
Figure one presents some important results for the interval of time-step 40 to 400: Experiment 1 and 2: Compares populations of haploids (Exp 1) with those of mixes of haploids and diploids (Exp 2). This confirms that monosexual haploids behave identical to asexual haploids (Exp 1). When diploidy was allowed (Exp 2), asexuals where the more numerous followed by monosexuals and hermaphrodites. Diploids were more numerous than haploids. Thus, in this genetically simple setting, sex is not favored by evolution but diploidy is.
Experiment 2 and 3:
Compares populations using mixes of haploids and diploids with a few genes (Exp 2), with those possessing a large number of genes (Exp 3). This shows that a simple genotype favors asexual reproduction whereas a complex genotype favors the establishment of facultative sex (hermaphrodites). This difference is due to the fact that sex better maintains synergies among epistatic alleles and allows the Hill-Robertson effect to work.
Experiment 3 and 4:
Pre-selection for assortative mating accelerates evolution of facultative sex (hermaphrodites in Exp 4), compared to simulations where all alleles are determined by selection (Exp 3). This result is due to epistasis between genes 12, 13 and 14. For mate selection to work, organisms need both, a high value for mating efficiency and a value for mate selection criteria that includes assortation (Jaffe 1999) . Exp 3 shows that in about 400 time steps, selection will achieve a higher frequency of hermaphrodies than asexuals. This is achieved in about 70 steps in Exp 4.
Experiment 4 and 5:
Parental investment and a synergistic division of labor between the sexes favor alleles coding for bisexuality (Exp 5). Here, offspring of bisexual parents have additional fitness due to parents offering parental investment. If this proxy for a synergistic division of reproductive labor is absent, even if parental investment is allowed, facultative sex (hermaphrodites) displaces bisexuality as the most successful sexual strategy (Exp 4). In both experiments, haploids became slightly more frequent than diplods. Simulations with only haploids under conditions of Experiment 5 produced results like those of Exp 4 but favoring hermaphrodites even more.
All experiments: Trisexuality and triplody (not shown) were not adaptive in any of the simulations, as reported earlier (Jaffe 1996) .
Discussion
A large number of papers deal study the evolution of sex. To cover them, I cited only the most extensive review (Maynard-Smith 1978) and the most recent one (Sharp & Otto 2016) . Despite this abundance of studies, few models, apart from those cited above, deal with diploid organisms (Geritz & Éva 2000 , Balloux et al 2003 , Messer 2013 ) and none of those few with the evolution of sex. This is due to the difficulty of tackling analytically the evolution of diploids with complex (i.e. more than 3 loci) genomes. Only numerical computer calculation can tackle these problems reasonably. The results of such calculations presented here show that without diploidy and a minimum level of complexity, sex is not likely to emerge from evolution. One reason for this is that diplody mitigates the reported reduction of genetic variation by sex (Gorelick & Heng 2011) . Thus, a sequence of adaptation, including diploidy, thelytoky, facultative sex, assortation, bisexuality, and division of labor, is required to explain the emergence of the diversity of sexual strategies that exist in nature. The simulation results showed that the balance between speed of adaptation of viable genotypes, and optimal conservation of genotypes with synergistically interacting alleles, determine the specific evolutionary route taken in each environment.
The most relevant novel finding, in addition to he importance of diploidy, is that without the synergy unleashed between sexual partners, providing a better combination of genes to their offspring and making parental investment more efficient, bisexuality would not be superior to facultative sex in adapting to complex changing rough fitness landscapes. This build up for synergy profits from a greater store of diverse alleles achieved with diploidy. Social Synergy accelerates evolution (Jaffe 2001 , Corning & Szathmáry 2015 . Modeling synergy produced by the sexual division of labor -anisogamy (Togashi & Cox 2011) -is a shortcut to simulate males optimizing movements to find mates and females optimizing accumulation of resources -such as yolk -to increase the fitness of their offspring. Both tasks are not feasible to perform at the same time and synergy arises through Adam Smith's invisible hand produced by division of labor (Jaffe 2015) . Increasing evidence shows divergent adaptive pressures among the sexes (Agrawal 2006) . A preliminary review of the occurrence of parental investment in nature seems to corroborate that bisexual species are more likely to show parental investment than asexual ones, and that haploids are less likely to be bisexual than diploids, but a rigorous systematic review is in order.
For the understanding of evolution in general, sexual recombination is fundamental. The emergence of sex together with assortative mating might have had a role in milestones of evolutionary history (Sinai et al 2016) , such as the Cambrian explosion (Fox 2016) . The high diversity of sex determination systems (Bachtrog et al 2014) is proof that the evolution of sex has undergone several different pathways. The computer experiments presented here are compatible with this view of a network of pathways towards sexual strategies. Understanding the working of sexual recombination in its multiple forms has important practical applications, such as controlling malaria vectors (Talman et al. 2004) , managing resistance to pests' pheromones (Steiger & Stökl 2014) or biocides (Jaffe et al 1997) , or understanding the presence of "kings" and "queens" among social insects (Jaffe 2008) .
Analytical mathematics used in theoretical biology has limitations in tackling complex problems. Switching to algorithmic mathematics, such as ABM, will be important in advancing our understanding of complex issues, such the evolution of sex and of synergistic cooperation in general (Jaffe 2016 , Jaffe & Febres 2016 . More sophisticated models will enlighten more aspects of this complex dynamics with implications for the understanding biological and cultural evolution, intelligence, and complex systems in general. Genes with the same letter are in the same epistatic group: the working of their phenotypes are interdependent
